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Survival rates for startups in the United States (U.S.) are disappointingly low and economically inefficient. The data shows that the U.S. clearly lags its peer countries in the survival rates of startups. While there has been significant investment and support by communities, government, and private foundations, startup failure rates remain virtually unchanged in the last two decades. In spite of the many years of research in the field of entrepreneurship, U.S. failure rates within the first five years average 53% (DOL, 2016), regardless of the industry membership or economic cycles (SBA Office of Advocacy, 2012). Identifying factors that are causal and non-causal to the sustainability of emerging businesses is crucial to the founders and stakeholders. Within this study, both internal and external factors that may be causal to the macro survival rate of U.S. startups were studied. The external factors were studied quantitatively, using data published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) and the Brookings Institute. A protocol of regression analysis and visual analytics were applied to evaluate the quantitative data. It demonstrated that external factors such as the change in real gross domestic product (RGDP), interest rates, and expansion of accelerators have had no significant effect on U.S. macro startup survival rates. Further, the findings confirm that neither geographic location nor industry membership impacted U.S. macro startup survival rates.

Internal factors were studied qualitatively, using a grounded theory protocol. The qualitative research did uncover three internal factors that were causal to survival of the startups studied. Those internal factors were:

- **Career Autonomy** – The entrepreneurs motivated by career autonomy were significantly more likely to achieve long-term sustainability. The findings of this study will empower advisors and founders on how to improve startup survival rates.

- **Allies** – The entrepreneurs who identify and utilized allies were more likely to survive.

- **Purposeful Margin of Safety model** – Startups whose founders had a rigorous understanding of the margin of safety (MOS) and its underlying elements of pricing and break-even analysis were more likely to survive. This qualitative study provides significant evidence that, when these three causal factors are present, the likelihood of sustainability is high. These findings extend our knowledge on how to improve the probability of sustainability for the firms. This study demonstrates that the U.S. can and should improve its startup survival rates by focusing on the internal factors that are necessary at time zero to ensure sustainability and survival.
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Introduction

The Bureau of Labor Statistics data found in Figure 1 for the years from 1994 through 2015 clearly illustrates that the macro survival rates, regardless of industry membership or the strength of the economy, remain virtually unchanged (SBA Office of Advocacy, 2016). This is particularly concerning given the enormous efforts and increased capital investment by practitioners, researchers, and local, state, and federal governments (Hathaway, 2016a).

- Despite the decades of research and prescriptive findings by the academic community, there have been no measurable improvements in the macro survival rates of U.S. startups.
- Despite the enormous increased investment by local, state, and federal governments in accelerator, incubator, educational, and advisory programs, the macro U.S. survival rates are below average when compared to its peer countries.
- Despite the increased availability of entrepreneurial education, the survival rates remain identical for the last two decades.
- During periods of economic expansion and depression, the early survival rates are remarkably similar.

These observations demanded a rigorous investigation into the factors that are causal and non-causal to startup survival. This study used both qualitative and quantitative methods to explore factors that were causal and non-causal to startup survival. The quantitative analysis explored external factors that were suspected of impacting U.S. macro survival rates. The qualitative research studied 23 startups, equally distributed among surviving and failed ventures, investigating internal factors that were causal to their survival or failure.

Review of Research

The literature is rich with broad discussions of entrepreneurship and startups. Davidsson and Gordon (2012) identified three broad categories of work within the literature with respect to new venture creation:

- Characteristics of nascent entrepreneurs
- Antecedents and characteristics of the new venture creation process
- Explaining new venture creation process outcomes

Characteristics of Nascent Entrepreneurs

There is a rich and significant collection of literature as to the origin, nature, and traits of entrepreneurs. There are two competing schools of thought. There are those who believe that entrepreneurs are created in nature, often referred to as nativists. There are also those who believe that, through nurturing, we can increase the number of individuals willing and able to become entrepreneurs, often referred to as empiricists (Gonzalez, 2017b).

Shane makes significant contributions to understanding the nativist position in his many written works, describing the genetic markers that are causal to personality traits that support the behaviors of an entrepreneur. He asserts that a defined portion of the population has a natural pre-disposition for entrepreneurial behavior that cannot be taught (Shane, 2010).

Empiricist researchers disagree, claiming that entrepreneurial students attending classes are out-performing the traditional entrepreneurs (Sandberg, 2009). These researchers contend that entrepreneur-
This discussion of nature versus nurture is weaved into many other similar research questions, case studies, and empirical review studies. In the case study “Where Do Entrepreneurs Come From?”, an impartial review of both schools of thought is provided with supporting research from nativists and empiricists (Gonzalez, 2017b). There is no clear consensus within the literature as to whether nature creates the total supply of potential career entrepreneurs, or if we can expand the total supply of entrepreneurs through nurturing.

Antecedents and Characteristics of the New Venture Creation Process

This area of literature brings to light the disagreement that exists within the startup support community as to the value of a startup business plan and the methodology of creating one. There are three distinct positions within the literature:

- Those who assert that little or no planning is best.
- Those who advise deviation from traditional planning tools and use of “Lean Strategy” to create a launch plan.
- Those who still advise that a traditional written strategic plan is best practice.

Many authors and researchers advocate for writing little or no business plan at all (Brinckmann, Grichnik, & Kapsa, 2010; Gerber, 2010; Gumpert, 2002; Guttman, 2015). Further research shows that the venture capital community is open to investing in firms with no startup plans (Ashamalla, Orife, & Abel, 2008). Castrogiovanni (1996) argues that many great successes started without business plans. He reported that 51%, or 220, of the Inc. Magazine 500 fast growing firms in 1996 did not have a formal startup plan.

Lead by Eric Ries, The Lean Strategy project has grown and has a large following. Many researchers and advisors advocate this conceptual scheme that emphasizes quick iterations of product development and market testing to learn how to create consumer acceptance and commitment with little or no waste of startup resources (Blank, 2013; Blank et al., 2013; Collis, 2016; Fichter, 2015; Ries, 2011).

Lastly, some researchers argue that traditional startup business plans are best. They assert that traditional planning serves founders in communicating the strategy to employees, investors, and other stakeholders (Bangs, 1998). Zinger asserts that the time delay created by developing the plan benefits the founder, who may otherwise act too quickly without a well thought out strategy (Zinger & LeBrasseur, 2003). Hormozi, Sutton, McMinn, and Lucio (2002), assert that traditional strategic planning creates objectives and strategies that are crucial to minimizing risk and improving performance.

Explaining New Venture Outcomes

Literature offering empirical observations and hypotheses on how to improve the survival and success of startups is prevalent (Brüderl, Preisendörfer, &}

---

Qualitative Protocol and Methods

The qualitative element of the research was a grounded theory study. A systematic approach using the procedures as outlined by Straus and Corbin was undertaken (Corbin & Strauss, 2008a). The interview protocol was designed and submitted to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for approval. Data collection was conducted by interviewing individuals who had founded startups with both sustainable and unsustainable outcomes. The interviews were coded in search of themes and theory that added understanding to the research question.

The interviews were conducted over approximately 90 days, from February 2017 through April 2017. The interview subjects were all founders or co-founders known to the researcher through academic and business relationships derived from a quarter century career as an entrepreneur. A balance was achieved by selecting both successful and failed startups. The final group was composed of twelve unsustainable startups and eleven sustainable startups. Interviews were conducted until it was determined no new insights or other incremental benefits of additional interviews were expected.

As described by Quinn and Perelli, this study utilized a constant comparison strategy for inductively identifying themes and theory.

"Employing a comparative methodology of data collection and analysis, including the construction of analytic codes for the data and its categorization based on emergent ideas and themes that are not preconceived and logically deduced hypotheses (Glaser and Strauss, 1977; Charmaz, 2006) is a fundamental characteristic of grounded theory. This allows for the generation of theory that is inductively developed throughout the process" (Quinn & Perelli, 2016).
**Constant comparative** was the method chosen—which is taking the information gathered during each iteration and comparing it to emerging categories as a data analysis technique (Creswell, 2007). The first phase, as specified by Strauss and Corbin (2008a), was the *open coding* phase. This coding was done after each interview was completed. As anticipated, major patterns emerged from this phase that drove the second phase, *axial coding*. In this phase, several major categories emerged. The categorical data was then coded, with emphasis on learning specific to the research question of factors causal to startup survival. Lastly, *selective coding* was conducted, which led to the creation of the findings of importance, or themes. The positive themes found in the sustainable firms were further validated by confirming that opposing themes were present in the non-sustainable subjects. Table 1 shows the major themes and their corresponding opposing values that were identified.

**Table 1: Validation by Opposing Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Sustainable theme</th>
<th>Non-sustainable theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career autonomy</td>
<td>Founders highly motivated by career autonomy</td>
<td>Career autonomy was not the dominant motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allies</td>
<td>Strong and active allies</td>
<td>No allies or weak and inactive allies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposeful Margin of Safety model</td>
<td>Detailed understanding of cost and pricing strategy, creating an effective Margin of Safety model</td>
<td>Did not demonstrate understanding of cost, pricing strategy, break-even, or the Margin of Safety model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, it was found through the qualitative research that there are at least three factors internal to the startups subjects studied that were causal to survival. Those factors are:

- Strong motivation for career autonomy
- Utilization of willing and able allies
- Purposeful Margin of Safety model

Table 2 lists the combined factors of the qualitative and quantitative study and their corresponding source of evidence.

**Table 2: Findings Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Evidence of causality</th>
<th>Evidence of non-causality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contraction and expansion of the economy as measured by Real Gross Domestic Product</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Statistical proof – Regression Analysis and Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in the cost of capital as measured by the change in the Prime Rate of Interest</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Statistical proof – Regression Analysis and Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry membership of the startup</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic location within the United States</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus from the change in the number of accelerators</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Statistical proof – Regression Analysis and Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization of willing and able allies</td>
<td>Rigorous qualitative evidence</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong motivation for career autonomy</td>
<td>Rigorous qualitative evidence</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposeful Margin of Safety model</td>
<td>Rigorous qualitative evidence</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combining of the two research methods gives great insight into the relevant factors both internal and external to startups in the U.S. for the twenty-one year period from 1994-2015.
Ziegler, 1992; CB Insights, 2016a, 2016b; Darbyshire, 2016; Wagner, 2016). Perry articulates that existing research is full of anecdotal findings that more often list symptoms of failure. What is not prevalent are empirical studies that show factors during the start-up formation process that are causal to improved outcomes (Perry, 2001).

### Internal Factors Analysis

Table 3 is a summary of the positive or negative measures of the three themes for each separate study member. The table is organized into two groups: the eleven sustainable subjects and the twelve unsustainable subjects. For each subject, there is a summary of coded observations that resulted in a categorization in support of a positive or negative outcome related to a given theme. The last line is the net outcome, or the difference between positive observations and negative observations of all themes for the individual study member. The net outcome is presented as a heat map to illustrate that the sustainable firms were net positive in all cases, and the unsustainable firms were net negative in almost all cases. The average net outcome of observations for the sustainable group was 12, with a high of 34 and a low of 7. The average net outcome for the unsustainable group was -3, with a high of 3 and a low of -12. This results in an average difference of 15 units of measure between the sustainable and unsustainable groups. The net margin analysis shows that while all subjects had positive and negative observations, sustainable firms always were heavily weighted with positive observations, while unsustainable firms were weighted with negative observations.

Aggregating the observations for all subjects and organizing them by positive or negative measures demonstrated how the themes affect the survival outcome. Figure 2 shows the distribution of positive and negative observations to each of the three themes, and how they correspond to the firm's survival outcome.

Negative themes were predominately associated with unsustainable subjects, and positive themes were predominately associated with the sustainable firms, as is shown in figure 3. This data shows that

---

**Table 3: Positive, Negative, and Net Themes by Firm.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Sustainable</th>
<th>Unsustainable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive themes</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative themes</td>
<td>13 12 13 10 9 7 12 14 10 12 10</td>
<td>8 2 5 2 1 2 2 4 2 5 6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Outcome</td>
<td>3 3 2 2 1 3 3 1 5 0 0</td>
<td>9 14 2 3 3 8 3 5 8 5 5 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Theme by Number of Occurrences in Sustainable and Unsustainable Companies

---

![Type of Theme by Number of Occurrences](image-url)
a total of 296 categorized axial codes were identified in the interview transcripts. Sustainable firms were responsible for 173 of those observations, and unsustainable firms were responsible for 123 of the observations. Sustainable subjects accounted for 152 of the 197 observations that were categorized as a positive measure of a theme. Unsustainable subjects accounted for 78 of the 99 negative measures of the three themes.

Other key observations of interest found in the data:

- On average, the sustainable companies had a net 12 more positive theme occurrences than negative theme occurrences.
- On average, the unsustainable companies had a net 3 more negative theme occurrences than positive theme occurrences.
- No sustainable companies had a net outcome measure of less than 7.
- No unsustainable startup had a net outcome greater than 3.
- 100% of the sustainable companies showed all three positive themes.
- 92% of the unsustainable companies had 2 or more of the negative themes.
- 100% of the unsustainable companies had at least 1 of the negative themes.
- 77% of the positive theme occurrences were in sustainable companies.

- 79% of the negative theme occurrences were in unsustainable companies.

**External Factors Analysis**

The findings of the external quantitative study demonstrated that survival rates are not moderated or causal to the following external factors:

- Economic cycle
- Interest rates
- Industry membership
- Geographic location
- Quantity of accelerators

This quantitative research confirmed that real gross domestic product, prime interest rates, and community investment through accelerators and incubators have no meaningful causal relationships to U.S. macro startup survival rates for the first two years. While significant visual analytical data exists to support that, this is also true in years three through five; the limited sample size of the data made it impossible to confirm through regression analysis at this time.

The OLS regression for Years 2, 3, and 4 found no statistical significance for any variables individually or in combination. As shown in Table 4, the coefficients associated with these significant variables for year 1 are so small that no reasonable change in the
Quantitative Protocol

To understand external factors and their potential influence on macro startup survival rates, the following quantitative data was collected and studied. Using well-established third-party data sources and traditional statistical techniques, an analysis of the external factors that were suspected of playing a role in startup survival was completed. The strategy began with visual analytics. The data was viewed in the form of tabular heat maps, and graphical charts and plots in search of any causal relationships that might exist. The data was studied in its reported timing as well as in lagged time series to be certain time did not disguise causal relationships. Lastly, both ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis and regression through the origin (RTO) were conducted to confirm that the visual analytics were not missing a subtle relationship of causality.

Data Sources

The following data was collected and studied for the years 1993-2016.

The dependent variables and their sources are:

- **Y1**: Year 1 survival rates for the 22 years measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS, 2016).
- **Y2**: Year 2 survival rates for the 21 years measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS, 2016).
- **Y3**: Year 3 survival rates for the 20 years measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS, 2016).
- **Y4**: Year 4 survival rates for the 19 years measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS, 2016).

The independent variables and their sources are:

- A series of time adjusted growth rates of real GDP from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED).
  - **Series 1**: RGPD0 - This series measures the real GDP growth rate of the preceding year without lag.
  - **Series 2**: RGPD1 - This series measures the real GDP growth rate of the preceding year with a one-quarter lag.
  - **Series 3**: RGPD2 - This series measures the real GDP growth rate of the preceding year with a two-quarter lag.
  - **Series 4**: RGPD3 - This series measures the real GDP growth rate of the preceding year with a three-quarter lag.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Real Gross Domestic Product [GDPC1], Retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GDPC1, June 16, 2017

- A series of time adjusted Prime Interest rates from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED)
  - **Series 1**: PRIME0 - This series measures the change in the average prime rate of the preceding year without lag.
  - **Series 2**: PRIME1 - This series measures the change in the average prime rate of the preceding year, with a one-quarter lag.
  - **Series 3**: PRIME2 - This series measures the change in the average prime rate of the preceding year with a two-quarter lag.
  - **Series 4**: PRIME3 - This series measures the change in the average prime rate of the preceding year with a three-quarter lag.


- The Y1 through Y4 data was also evaluated with a time lag to explore if the preceding year performance affected the dependent variable.
  - **Series 1**: Y1LAG - Year one data lagged by 12 months
  - **Series 2**: Y2LAG - Year two data lagged by 12 months
  - **Series 3**: Y3LAG - Year three data lagged by 12 months
  - **Series 4**: Y4LAG - Year four data lagged by 12 months

- **ACCCEL** - The number of business accelerators operating in the United States from 1994 through 2015 as reported by Brookings Institute report (Hathaway, 2016a).

Source: Brookings Institute (2016)

Quantitative Methods

The first level of analysis involved regressing the Y1 (year one survival data) against each of the individual data series. All series of the RGDP were regressed establishing that RGPD2 had the best fit. Next, the
Prime Interest data was added to the earlier regression. All four series of data were tested to determine the best fit. The PRIME3 series significantly increased the $R^2$, with the $p$ value less than .05, confirming significance. The adjusted $R$ Squared ($R^2_a$) indicated that RGDP2 and PRIME3 derived the best fitting model, with a $p$ value less than .05 for both variables.

Next, the series of data that measured the number of accelerators, ACCEL, was added to the regression. While this increased the $R^2$, it was not statistically significant, and it eliminated the statistical significance of PRIME3, driving the $p$ value too high to allow for selection as a variable. Further, modeling with the data included replacing ACCEL with the log of ACCEL to test whether the logarithmic shape was a better fit. This change did not improve the model, as the adjusted $R^2$ noticeably decreased. The principle of parsimony drove the decision to drop ACCEL and keep RGDP2 and PRIME3.

Lastly, the series of data that lagged the prior year’s survival was tested using regression through the origin (RTO) (Eisenhauer, 2003). The impact of adding the prior year survival results replicated the coefficient values for year 1 and established values for the first time for years 2, 3, and 4. It should be noted, the $R^2$ is no longer useful in this analysis and was not considered (Eisenhauer, 2003).

Thus, we settled on four models below, as they best described the relationship of the unique dependent variables and the corresponding independent variables. There is one model deemed the best fit for each separate length of survival as a dependent variable.

\[
Y_1 = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{RGDP2} + \beta_2 \text{PRIME3} + \mu \\
Y_2 = \beta_0 Y_{1,t-1} + \beta_1 \text{RGDP2} + \beta_2 \text{PRIME3} + \mu \\
Y_3 = \beta_0 Y_{2,t-1} + \beta_1 \text{RGDP2} + \beta_2 \text{PRIME3} + \mu \\
Y_4 = \beta_0 Y_{3,t-1} + \beta_1 \text{RGDP2} + \beta_2 \text{PRIME3} + \mu
\]

### Table 4: OLS Regression Results by Survival Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>.745</td>
<td>.274</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGDP2 Coefficient</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Value RGDP2</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIME3 Coefficient</td>
<td>-0.302</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value Prime3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>.7889</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Regression Through the Origin Results by Survival Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGDP2 Coefficient</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Value RGDP2</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIME3 Coefficient</td>
<td>-0.302</td>
<td>-0.261</td>
<td>-0.224</td>
<td>-0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value Prime3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>.789</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year X lag</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.867</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value of Year x lag</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An independent variable would result in a change in the dependent variable, survival, greater than 1%.

Our data satisfied the conditions for RTO as the survival rate of the previous year allowed for the possibility of a regression that intersected the origin point (0,0) (Eisenhauer, 2003). Table 5 shows the regres-
sion results for all four years using RTO. While this analysis did report statistical significance of RGDP2 and PRIME3 for all four years, the coefficients of the independent variables were once again too small to create a meaningful change in the dependent variable, U.S. macro survival rates. Any change in RGDP2 and PRIME3, within the 95% confidence interval range, would result in a less than 1% change in survival rates.

Figure 4: Survival by State (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)
Startup Survival Rates Were Unchanged by Geographic Location

The BLS also makes available firm survival rates at the statewide and industry membership levels. This allows us to analyze trends in the survival rates of newly formed firms by geographic location and industry group. Analyzing the charts in Exhibit 4, one can see there is little or no fluctuation in survival rates year over year.

Figure 4 shows the average survival rates for the period 1994 to 2015, broken out by state, plus Washington D.C. The chart demonstrates the lack of variability in the survival rate regardless of state. This reaffirms the 1990 study by Buss and Lin, who also found that survival rates are similar for rural and urban areas (Buss & Lin, 1990).

Startup Survival Rates Were Unchanged by Industry Membership

Figure 5 visually demonstrates the survival ratings of startups from 1994 to 2015, for the first four years of existence, across nineteen different industries. The similarities of the column sizes visually demonstrate the consistent survival rates, regardless of industry membership. This conclusion was also made by the SBA in their 2012 publication, “For employer businesses, survival rates as businesses age followed similar patterns for manufacturing, retail trade, food services & hotels, and construction.” The SBA further noted that “it is also surprising that the real estate crash seems not to have affected the construction industry at about year five or six” (SBA Office of Advocacy, 2012).

Startup Survival Rates Were Unchanged by Market Interest Rate Change

Figure 6 demonstrates that between 1994 and 2015 the U.S. experienced significant fluctuations in interest rates. Once again regardless of the fluctuations in the prime rate of interest, survival rates were constant and unchanged. Regression analysis did show a statistical significance with respect to survival rates, however, the coefficient was so small that any reasonable change will result in less than 1% change in predicted survival rates.

![Figure 5: Survival by Industry Membership](Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)
Startup Survival Rates Were Unchanged by Increase in Accelerators

The increase in organizations such as accelerators and incubators was significant during the 1994-2015 period (Hathaway, 2016a). Figure 7 shows there were no accelerators in existence prior to 2005, but the expansion in accelerator programs since 2005 has been remarkable. None the less, the trends in the U.S. macro survival rates of new firms remained unchanged, demonstrating that these organizations did not have a meaningful impact on macro startup survival rates. Regression analysis found no significant correlation between the number of accelerators and incubators and U.S. macro survival rates.

Survival Rates Were Unchanged by Fluctuations in Real Gross Domestic Product

Figure 8 demonstrates that between 1994 and 2015 the U.S. experienced significant fluctuations in RGDP. Once again, regardless of the fluctuations in RGDP...
RGDP, survival rates were constant and unchanged. Regression analysis did show a statistical significance with respect to U.S. macro survival rates; however, the coefficient was so small that any reasonable change would result in less than 1% change in predicted U.S. macro survival rates.

**Discussion**

**Evidence of the Opportunity to Improve**

The United States ranks in the bottom third of its peers for startup survival rates during the first five years. The U.S. five-year survival rate is thirteen percentage points below Sweden. Sweden ranked highest in the rate of survival for startups for the first five years of founding, as seen in Table 6. Sweden's survival rates are significantly higher than the U.S. and the twelve other European countries reviewed. Portugal was notably last for all five measurements. As seen in Table 6, Sweden had notably higher average survival rates than the U.S. and many of its European peers at each of the five measures. Sweden's success is empirical evidence of the opportunity for the United States and the other nations to improve.

**Intra-country Survival Rates Are Remarkably Consistent**

The charts found in Figure 9 show a comparison of the startup survival data from 2008 through 2014 for Austria, Germany, Spain, Finland, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, U.K., Slovenia, and the U.S. The data for countries other than the U.S. was obtained from the Eurostat tables. Eurostat is the European Union's statistical aggregator. The data for the survival rates of the U.S. was sourced from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

"In short, no matter how you measure new firms, and no matter which developed country you look at, it appears that only half the new firms started remain in business for five years, and less than one-third last ten years" (Shane, 2008).

**Figure 8: RGDP and Years 1–4 Survival Rates** (Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Real Gross Domestic Product [GDPC1], Retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GDPC1, June 16, 2017 and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics).

**Table 6: Heat Map – Survival Rates by Country and Firm Age**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survival</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>Slovenia</th>
<th>Luxembourg</th>
<th>Austria</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Spain</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Portugal</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Year</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>70.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Years</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Years</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Years</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Years</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collected from 2008-2014 for Years 1 through 4, Year 5 is 2009-2014

Source: BLS, FRED, Eurostat
Figure 9: Years 1–5 Startup Survival Rates by country (2008–2014) (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics and Eurostat)
While there is variation in the startup survival rates from nation to nation, intra-country survival rates year over year are statistically identical for all the countries reviewed. This pattern of static survival rates is not unique to the United States. The data shows similar patterns of static survival rates for other developed economies (Shane, 2008).

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the business survival rates as a bi-product of tracking quarterly nationwide gross job gains and losses (BLS, 2016). Beginning in 1994 and continuing to the present day, the BLS has provided data on the year-by-year firm survival rates. It uses firms which reported positive employment for the first time as the unit of measure to remove legal entities that were not created with the intent of founding a business, often referred to as holding companies.

It is remarkable that the survival rates are similar, year over year, considering the significant economic events that took place. During this twenty-one-year period, the United States experienced two recessions, the 2001 recession and 2007–2008 great recession. The 2007–2008 recession was the most severe retraction since the first great depression of 1929. During this same period, the U.S. also experienced both the dot-com boom and housing boom, as well as the banking crisis of 2008. Notwithstanding these events, survival rates of newly formed businesses remained remarkably unchanged year over year. The SBA has reported similar conclusions: “About half of all new establishments survive five years or more, and about one-third survive 10 years or more” (SBA Office of Advocacy, 2012). The SBA also reported that “A negative economy has little effect on a given business’s survival” (SBA Office of Advocacy, 2012). “Businesses started in expanding economies in 1995 and 2005, those started just before the downturn in 2000, and those started just after the downturn had almost identical survival paths” (BLS, 2016).

Shane effectively summarizes these conclusions in a passage from his 2008 book. “These patterns are amazingly consistent across cohorts of new firms. The one-, two-, three-, and four-year failure rates of new single establishment firms founded in 1997 are identical to the one-, two-, three-, and four-year failure rates of new single establishment firms founded in 1992, and the five-year failure rate is only 1 percent higher. Moreover, the failure rates of the 1989 to 1992 cohorts of new employer firms over their first six years differ from each other by only 1 or 2 percent, and are almost identical to the failure rates for the 1992 to 1997 cohorts of new single establishment firms. And studies using data drawn from Dun and Bradstreet files for new firms founded between 1977 and 1978, different years of the Census Business Owners, other census data on new businesses founded in 1982, and new employer firms founded in Michigan all show very similar survival patterns” (Shane, 2008).

A summary of external environmental factors and their impact on macro startup survival rates demonstrates that, to date, there has been no causal or correlated relationship between the external societal or tasks environment and survival rates. The data and relevant findings show that, while real GDP, net interest rates, and the number of accelerators and incubators changed frequently and drastically from 1994 to 2015, startup survival rates had no significant change. This holds true in the U.S. from 1994 to 2015. Regardless of geographic region or industry membership, survival rates remain similar for the last two decades. Intra-country survival rates for our European peers have also not experienced significant change for two decades.

While there has been expansive investment by communities and private sources in education, incubation, and acceleration, there is no change to survival rates of the nation’s startups. The international data demonstrated that improvement is a reasonable and attainable goal. The Swiss and other European countries are outperforming the U.S. with regards to macro startup survival rates.

### Conclusions

The synergy of the qualitative and quantitative research gives great insight into the relevant internal and external factors to the macro startup survival rate in the United States for the twenty-one year period from 1994 to 2015. The finding of causality within the qualitative study appears to be supported by existing theory. The finding of career autonomy as causal is directly explained by Goal Setting Theory. The impact of setting a goal to achieve career autonomy resulted in a high probability of survival. When the goal of autonomy was weak or nonexistent, the probability of survival falls. Goal Setting Theory also supports the finding of causality between survival and margin of safety. Specifically, the study’s finding was that, if the founder had a purposeful revenue and cost goal, survival was more likely.

Resource Based Theory would predict that the introduction of one or more powerful allies, willing and able to share their resources, creates a competitive advantage—removing risk and enhancing the probability of survival. One may alternatively argue that the relationship between allies and survival is a
separate and unique observation not supported directly by existing theory. The identification of and engagement with allies to achieve a goal too large for a single initiating force could be a potential standalone paradigm for success in goals of extraordinary scale and complexity. Allies may, in fact, be a theoretical model to overcome adversity and achieve complex outcomes not possible by a single entity’s own actions. The name itself suggests the examples of countries aligning to accomplish military success that would be overwhelming for any one nation alone. It is possible this theme of allies is grounded in a theory of its own that aggregates the resources of those with a common goal who might not be able to achieve success alone.

Summary of Findings

Finding 1: Entrepreneurs motivated by career autonomy are significantly more likely to establish long term sustainability.

Desire for career autonomy was a strong and prevalent theme in the sustainable founders interviewed. This motivation was stronger than competing motives for the founders of sustainable firms. Autonomy was causal to founders choosing to pivot instead of closing when the initial business model was ineffective. Autonomy created the value necessary for these founders to accept the risk of a startup. In founders that were unsustainable, it was not unusual for them to choose to close the business for better or different opportunities. Trading autonomy for improved income, status, or safety was acceptable and comfortable for some unsustainable founders. In some cases, the study showed that they were entrepreneurs of necessity, and that a lack of short term options drove the decision to found the business. Once a better option became available, the decision to close the business was an easy choice for these founders. This is evidence that some businesses are unsustainable simply because the founder prefers not to continue voluntarily. A strong desire for autonomy greatly improves the probability of survival by enhancing the odds the founder will endure challenges and pivot through tough times until a business model evolves that is sustainable in the long term.

Finding 2: Entrepreneurs who identify and utilize allies are more likely to survive.

Sustainable businesses had one or more ally. For this work, allies are defined as individuals willing and able to provide key resources to the startup without interest in profit or fee. Examples found in the study included a spouse who carried the burden of household income during the launch, and a parent who loaned capital, or provided free labor to assist the founder in the early days. Allies could also be industry colleagues who sponsored and supported the founder despite being new and unproven. In one example, a founder shared that a landlord, who was his ally, agreed to lease a large warehouse to his firm, despite the reality that the firm was not credit worthy. Customers can also be very powerful allies. Customers who not only intentionally support the new business with their own patronage, but assist in marketing and referring others as well, are vital to sustainability.

All resources needed must be sourced either from the founder or their allies prior to a positive launch decision. Matching the resource needs with sources is causal to improving the probability of sustainability through the removal of avoidable risk and mitigation of inescapable risk (Gonzalez, 2017a). Often unsustainable businesses had few or no allies. In some cases, they had people trying to assist, but the potential ally lacked the ability to share the resources the business needed. To be an ally, the individual must be both willing and able.

Finding 3: Startups whose founders design and understand a margin of safety (MOS) in the initial business model are more likely to survive.

For a startup to survive, it must achieve positive cash flow before it runs out of working capital. To accomplish this in a purposeful way, the founder must have a clear understanding and attainable strategy to achieve a margin of safety for the new venture. Benjamin Graham and David Dodd coined the term “margin of safety” in 1934 in their book Security Analysis (Graham & Dodd, 2009). Margin of safety is defined as the difference between the expected (or actual) sales level and the breakeven sales level. It can be expressed in the equation form below:

Margin of Safety = Expected (or) Actual Sales Level (quantity or dollar amount) - Breakeven Sales Level (quantity or dollar amount)

To have a purposeful strategy and ensure a sufficient margin of safety, the founder must have a complete understanding of the revenue model, pricing, and forecasted volume. The founder must also understand the fixed and variable costs. Accurately forecasting revenue and total cost, the startup can ensure it meets or exceeds sustainable break-even operations. The purposeful creation of this pricing and cost strategy, or margin of safety model, was found in all the sustainable firms studied. Unsustainable firms often did not demonstrate an understanding of their margin of safety, often not appearing to be aware of the revenue or cost side of their initial business model.

Finding 4: Real GDP has had no material causal effect on macro survival rates of startups in the United States for the period of 1994-2015.
Finding 5: Interest rates have had no material causal effect on macro survival rates of startups in the United States for the period of 1994-2015.

Finding 6: The quantity of accelerators has had no causal effect on macro survival rates of startups in the United States for the period of 1994-2015.

Finding 7: Geographic location has had no material causal effect on macro survival rates of startups in the United States for the period of 1994-2015.

Finding 8: Industry membership has had no material causal effect on macro survival rates of startups in the United States for the period of 1994-2015.

While real GDP, interest rates, and the number of accelerators and incubators changed frequently and drastically from 1994–2015, startup survival rates had no significant changes. Regardless of geographic region or industry membership, survival rates in the U.S. and abroad experienced no significant changes for two decades.

Table 8 lists the combined factors of qualitative and quantitative studies and their corresponding methods of evidence.

This study brings to light many topics for future research to address. Further exploration into what, if any, impact the synergistic effects of these three causal variables have on survival of the startup is needed. A better understanding of the relationship of high versus low margin of safety design and its effect on survival is necessary. A study of allies as a standalone theory for success versus allies as a moderator of Resource Based Theory is deserving of further attention from the research community. Additional research should be done to determine how to measure the motivation for career autonomy. Exploration into the relative risk of startup survival when the desire for career autonomy is not strong should also be undertaken. The impact of understanding the relationship between the desire for career autonomy and survival could lead to improved methods of acceptance criteria for accelerators and incubators.

Understanding why some countries have better macro survival rates than the United States can greatly enhance the nation's economic strategy in the coming years. Further, exploration into why Sweden is achieving higher relative survival rates than the U.S. and its European peers is particularly intriguing.

Lastly, more research must be done with respect to startup planning and innovations for improved planning. Researchers must answer the question: Why are these new planning models not improving the macro survival rates of the nation's startups? Future research on improved startup planning methods that are broad based actionable strategies in lieu of the recent lean conceptual schemes would be beneficial. Action research developing and prescribing improved startup planning methods, with a short-term focus during the incubation phase of the startup, that could improve survival through the leverage of allies, purposeful margin of safety design, and the desire for career autonomy is needed.

The effectiveness of future community investment such as accelerators and incubators, improved planning methods, and the success of the entrepreneurial education programs all must be measured through demonstrated improvement in the macro survival rate of U.S. startups in the future.

Table 8: Summary of Evidence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Evidence of causality</th>
<th>Evidence of non-causality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contraction and expansion of the economy as measured by Real Gross Domestic Product</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Statistical proof – Regression Analysis and Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in the cost of capital as measured by the change in the prime rate of interest</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Statistical proof – Regression Analysis and Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry membership of the startup</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Location within the United States</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus from the change in the number of accelerators</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Statistical proof – Regression Analysis and Visual Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization of willing and able allies</td>
<td>Rigorous qualitative evidence</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong motivation for career autonomy</td>
<td>Rigorous qualitative evidence</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposeful Margin of Safety model</td>
<td>Rigorous qualitative evidence</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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